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About This Game

Intro
Welcome to the world of Skynet Rising. From the mastermind creator Dr. Rex Havoc, Skynet Rising is a top notch action
packed “Super Sandbox FPS”. Explore a beautifully crafted post apocalyptic world. Survive and conquer command towers

through tough gun battles. Fight back to back with your brother in arms. Featuring a high adrenaline single player campaign, the
game has a wickedly great Run and Gun gameplay with tons of "Shoot them in the face" fun.
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Storyline

Isaac spent most of his life serving under the vicious mutant rebel leader, Commander Crugo. Upon discovering a digital
weapon of mass destruction, Isaac fears for humanity and flees with his wife and brother to keep the intel from falling into

Crugo's hands. Seeking revenge for the betrayal, Crugo hunts down Isaac and destroys his life. Isaac is faced with the ultimate
decision between changing the course of history and saving his family from the evil Crugo.
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Title: Skynet Rising : Portal to the Past
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Imran Arafat
Publisher:
Reality Gameware
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7870 (2GB) or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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skynet rising portal to the past

The game does not work since Yosemite (1.5 year) and no answers from 11bits studio !
I won't buy any 11bits studio games anymore !. Not worth it, even if it becomes a free game.. It's not big, it's less than 150MB,
It's defenitely not long either, probably just a length of a song if you look through everything quickly enough. But you'll get
something within that time.

Maybe an old memories that came back to you after these long long years.

Maybe an experience that you get because it's a different life or background for you.

Maybe some warmness on your heart or your soul.

Maybe some pains, scars or regrets from the past that you no longer want to mention.

Or maybe you just felt the illustrations look pretty okay.

Who knows, everyone's different. But I'm glad that I found some joy in this experimental game and I hope you can find
something good too.

P.S. It's wrong to complain the length, they didn't charge you anything.. I seesawed on this one but finally decided to give it a
thumbs up because I just might play it again so it's a keeper for me.

Pros:
o relatively easy (I played in CASUAL difficulty; the other I believe is EXPERT)
o stationary inventory (not one of those pop-up kind)
o graphics and special effects were decent (I especially liked the rain)
o interactive map (I am terrible at remembering where items need to go)
o directional hint (sometimes... or sometimes it just goes to the map if there was nothing to do in the current area; switching to
different areas in the map would usually give me a directional hint)
o can finish in a single sitting (i.e. short)
o Steam trading cards
o achievements are earned by playing the game so if you finish the game, you get all the achievements (don't have to play it
multiple times to get all the achievements which seems to be a standard with Artifex Mundi games)

Cons:
o voices were just okay
o story was confusing although I didn't have a problem with the translations
o hidden object scenes are not interactive (especially if this is new everywhere and not just on Steam)
o interactive map showed current AND FUTURE activities which can be confusing
o user is removed once game is completed (that seemed a little weird to me although you really couldn't do anything else in the
game... it would just be nice to see how many times you played it maybe)

So if you're looking for an Artifex Mundi-type game, this is not it. But if you want a relaxing game with 100% achievements
possible, this just might be the game for you!. Only one game mode, and limited to 4 players. Anyone would be better off
playing the game on Table Top Simulator.. I really wish I could like this.

lets see,

the enemies are tired... though still scary.
fat guy has gas
crazy zombies don't move like an organic creature should.
cool levels....very buggy
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the worst part is the hand orientation on the vive.
my wrist hurt so badly from trying to aim on this game.
im a great shot.
I cried when I played this game.

also a enemy got stuck in the ground in a few lvls and had to reset.....
asking for refund
. *****Bad Graphics even on Unreal Engine
*****Only one Virtual Location only (not even that big)
*****Action and movement Inconvenience at its Finest
*****Confusing Layout
*****Obvious Faults

In total of Waste of money and Crappy outcome with Dissappointing passion
Sorry not sorry. Problems....
No tutorial so you have no idea how to get started.
The "Info" buttons on buildings in the build menu don't work
If you build all the buildings you need you'll go Bankrupt and the game will crash
If you build the buildings as needed you'll go bankrupt and the game will crash
If you only build the assembly building and try making your own parts to build Vehicles you'll go bankrupt and the game will
crash.
You can't bid on any contracts because there is no way to put in an offer and get anything other that a 0% chance of winning it.
You lose money faster than you can make it, its 2.5 milliion every month for building maintenance and you can sell built parts
for maybe 200k every few months. Which leads to you taking a loan from a loan shark and going bankrupt and you guessed it
the game will crash.
I love the thought of a geme that lets you build satellites and conduct manned space missions and colonize other worlds. But this
game is not that and it took $20 and a couple hours of my time to figure that out. From what I can tell they have pretty much
given up on this game. Hopefully a half way decent company comes by and picks this up soon.. one of the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665iest games of all time
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I think it's telling that the product description details how to turn the effect off.. Lovely game! Is great if you enjoined stuff like
Stepmania, DDR and Guitar Hero.
The remixes are well made with picturesque backgrounds and characters.
I wouldn't change nothing in this game except the input restrictions, I'm used to play with the F buttons and the Spacebar but I
can't change them here.(Although I found the solution using AutoHotKey).

Oh, did I mention this version also comes with Multiplayer?. I purchased this game for my youngest nephew, but I play it more
than he does. The game is extremely addictive. Lots of levels, the graphics is good, good music and high replayablilty. The
puzzles can be challenging especially for younger players. Good game.. A true return to form to what made Ace Combat games
fun.. Well, it does what it says on the tin. Whether that was a good idea or not is up for debate. I didn't find it terribly
compelling, and it didn't help that it has a lack of polish (like the UI being a minor disaster in a few areas), but if listening to
music while playing Bejeweled isn't enough for you and you want Bejeweled itself to listen to your music too, I could see it
maybe being mildly amusing.. I hope this game die
Its a lame copy for Clash of Clan
And its Pay2Win. It is pretty fun and pretty addicting, did some wierd chat roleplay with the people that joined me and my
friends game, and even after the game glitched and no winner would be choosen, we sat in the glitched game just chatting haha.
Cannot get it to work. When im trying to launch it, nothing really happens. Ive tried compatability mode, and adminstrator, but
doesnt seem to work. specs (laptop): i7 3630qm, 12 gb ram, gt 650m, windows 8. If anyone knows how to solve this, please
contact me D:. 10/10 do it again. it doesn't work i pay the dlc and just nothing pls help me
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